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Whose turn is next? Tom Mix, Richard
Dix, Doc Savage, "The Music Goes
'Round and 'Round," Rin Tin Tin, Vic
and Sade, The Literary Digest, the
N.R.A.? Find outin P.S.—the new mag-
azine that makes it fun to remember.

On sale now. 60(" at
your newsstand. Or
$3 for a one year
subscription (6 is-
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/ If there is any English word that you \
I cannot tolerate, do not buy this recordy

«-«-. "1601"
The great American minstrel
Richard Dyer-Bennet reads
Mark Twain's outrageously
funny Elizabethan sketch
(unexpurgated).
On the other side are
songs (unexpurgated)
in the same free spirit.

• •Dyer-Bennet has produced a masterpiece.He luxuriates
in Twain's re-creation of a bygone era, when morals were
lax and the pleasures of the flesh fit subjects for learned
gibe. The result is excruciatingly funny, aesthetically
r i g h t . . . The ribald American and British songs admirably
complement the reading.. . as hilarious and uninhibited a
collection as ever was recorded."-American Record Guide

"Uncompromising honesty—high artistry.—High Fidelity

"A delightfully bawdy disc (for adults only)." j j
—Everett Helm, Musical America * *

Dyer-Bennet Records Dept. R-2
P.O. Box 235, Woodside, N.Y. 11377

• Please send copies of "1601" . I enclose
$4.79 per record, check or money order.
Add 50{ per record, for shipment outside U.S.A.
Q Send free catalog of all Dyer-Bennet Records

address

city state zip

decidedly fits the crime: Nicholas
is condemned to watch a porno-
graphic film starring Lily Mont-
gomery and, still strapped to a rack,
to observe her in a real act of copu-
lation. But even this is far from the
end of his trials, or ours. The reader
whose curiosity equals that of the
hero (and he must surely be a maso-
chist) follows Nicholas through
further ordeals, all directed at his
rehabilitation. When the novel ends,
as it was bound to do, in a whop-
ping anticlimax, it is hard to
say whether relief or resentment
predominates.

T F THE CASE against Nicholas as
•"- a man was clear-cut, the case
against Fowles as novelist is less so.
Despite the preposterous assump-
tions of his story, he does induce
avid suspension of disbelief for long
stretches of lucid prose. Both his
narrative skill and his intellectual
pretensions are exceptional; the for-
mer deserves and the latter demand
serious consideration.

As a technician Fowles commands
respect even though, or rather be-
cause, his mode is conventional. His
effort, here and in the morbidly in-
genious Collector, to stretch the
limits of realism by use of fantastic
subject matter merits applause. Fa-
cile at invention and style, Fowles
easily fulfills the external require-
ments of fiction, and by so doing
provokes us all the more with his
internal failures. Like a vaudeville
magician himself, he seems hopeful
that quickness of the hand will de-
ceive the mind.

His pretension to something more
than entertainer is, however, regis-
tered in an introductory quotation.
This claims that the popular defini-
tion of "magus" as "mountebank in
the world of vulgar trickery . . . has
the same correspondence with the
real symbolical meaning that the
use of the Tarot in fortune-telling
has . . . to the secret science of
symbolism."

If we take this hint seriously and
seek religious allegory in the godlike
actions of the magus, we must call
Fowles's novel irreverent, for his
magician is at best a second-rate
miracle worker who, although
wealthy enough to play what he
calls "the godgame," resorts to fake
Modiglianis when he wants to im-
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press his victims. On the other hand,
if we pursue another of the novel's
erudite suggestions, we may consider
it a philosophical metaphor and
Fowles "a sort of Empson of the
event." In that case, too, we must
blame the novel, for as a metaphor
is it not only overextended but
hopelessly mixed, a jumble of vast
platitudes neither systematized nor
disguised by their elaborate staging.

If, in last resort, we simply judge
the novel at face value as a story of
sin and redemption, we can grant
it originality and yet find that it lacks
the dimension implied by its mas-
sive paraphernalia. At this level the
novel fails in elementary human
terms, for Nicholas never justifies
the care lavished on him by heroine,
magician, or author. From first to
last, he is mean, petty, commonplace,
a bore. With Nicholas as target for
miracles, it must finally be said that
the godgame is not worth the candle.

The Poet

As Critic

T

ALFRED WERNER

HE PAINTER OF MODERN LIFE, AND OTHER

ESSAYS, by Charles Baudelaire. $6.95.

ART IN PARIS 1845-1862, by Charles Baude-
laire. $7.95. Phaidon Publishers; distributed
by the New York Graphic Society.

Art criticism got off to a start only
in 1759, when Denis Diderot, the
brilliant man of letters, began to
review the mammoth exhibitions
called Salons. His reviews, also
called Salons, are still readable—
one wonders how many of today's
reviews will be two centuries hence!
The actual father of modern art
criticism, however, was the Symbol-
ist poet Charles Baudelaire, whose
lengthy but never boring surveys of
art in Paris under Louis Philippe
and then under Napoleon III are
now at last available to us, superbly
translated and edited by Jonathan
Mayne, in two well-designed and
well-illustrated volumes.

Picasso once argued that it would
be better if all critics were poets, and
wrote poetry instead of pedantry.
Baudelaire, however, felt that every
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This is the new
system that is

causing
revolutionary

changes in Federal
decision-making

PROGRAM BUDGETING, a cost-allo-
cation system introduced into the
Department of Defense during the
Kennedy administration, is now being
introduced, at the specific request of
President Johnson, as the basic plan-
ning tool for all departments and agen-
cies of the Federal Government. This
book explains and illustrates the new
system.

Both an introduction for laymen- who
wish to be informed about the man-
agement revolution taking place in
their government and a textbook for
government economists and adminis-
trators who are expected to implement
the new concepts, the book will also
be of great use to state, local, and
foreign governments and to private
businesses, many of whom know of the
new system and are looking for ways to
apply it to their own situations.

PROGRAM
BUDGETING

David Novick, Editor
A RAND Corporation-Sponsored Research Study $6.50
Note: About ^ the materials in this study appeared
last fall in a special pre-publication GPO edition,
now out of print.

THE ECONOMICS OF
DEFENSE IN THE
NUCLEAR AGE

By Charles J. Hitch and Roland N.
McKean. Still highly influential, this
1960 book explores the economic ad-
justments required by the revolution
in defense technology. A RAND
Corporation Research Study. Illus-
trated, ith Printing. $9.50

ABRAM BERGSON
on the economics
of welfare
Six of the Harvard economist's
most widely quoted essays in the
field of welfare economics, plus
four new pieces written especially
for this book. Covering a period
of three decades, the essays deal
with the concept of social welfare,
the conditions for an economic
optimum, problems of measuring
utility and welfare, and the ap-
plication of welfare economics to
socialist resource allocation.

ESSAYS IN
NORMATIVE
ECONOMICS
By Abram Bergson
A Belknap Press Book. Illustrated §5.95

Analysis of a miracle
The amazing story of Italy's eco-
nomic revival after World War II
— how —in 15 short years —extra-
ordinarily astute monetary man-
agement, firm and progressive
trade policies, and determined na-
tional effort combined to turn a
war-flattened country poor in nat-
ural resources into a strong, com-
petitive world force.

GROWTH AND STRUCTURE
IN THE ECONOMY
OF MODERN ITALY
By George H. Hildebrand $11.95

$**

H
At all bookstores
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When you especially enjoy something—a book, a play, a movie,
a magazine article—don't you feel you want to share it with
friends?

W ell, you can share THE REPORTER with friends.

W e'll be pleased to send a free, sample copy of THE REPORTER to your
friends—and add to your common interests.

J ust write the names and addresses in the coupons below, mail them to us,
and we shall send a free copy of THE REPORTER with your compliments.
If you want to send it to more than two friends, attach a sheet with their
names, and we'll oblige.

• NAME

STREET

CITY

• NAME

STREET

CITY

(May we mention

YOUR NAME

STREET

CITY

ZONE

ZONE

your name? If so,

ZONE

STATE

STATE

please fill in) :

STATE

THE REPORTER
660 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10021

GAMES FOR THI
WFF 'N PROOF: The Game of
Modern Logic $6.25
EQUATIONS: The Game of
Creative Mathematics $2.75
WFF: The Beginner's Game
of Modern Logic $1.50

PERFECT GIFTS FOR THOSE
WHO ENJOY BRAIN TO
BRAIN COMBAT

— Can you solve this problem?
1. There are three numbered statements in this box.
2. Two of these numbered statements are not true.
3.The average increase in I.Q. scores of those who

learn to play WFF 'N PROOF is more than 20 points.

Is statement No. 3 true?

A NEW DIMENSION IN EDUCATIONAL GAMES

by Yale Professor Layman E. Allen

Box 71GB ^^^New Haven, Conn.

Please send me WFF
EQUATIONS

WFF'N PROOF

I enclose $ and understand
that if I am not completely satisfied, I
can return the games in 10 days for a full
refund of the purchase price.

Name

Address

City State Zip
Refund and return privileges guaranteed!

Dealer Inquir'f* Invittd

true poet had also within him a
good critic, and indeed, some of
the most lucid utterances on the
visual arts come from him, and
from Gautier, Valery, Apollinaire,
and Eluard, as well as from Heine
and Wilde. Except for two essays
on Poe and one on Wagner, these
volumes deal with painters, mostly
contemporaries, though there are
also notes on Hogarth, Goya, and
Brueghel. It is hardly surprising
that Delacroix gets top rank—
he is mentioned in every one of
the five reviews of group shows, in-
cluding the one from which he was
pointedly excluded. Even before
they had met, the young man wrote
in what was his first important pub-
lished work, the Salon of 1845:
"M. Delacroix is decidedly the most
original painter of ancient or of
modern times." The great romantic
painter helped the young poet to
crystallize his ideas, and the latter
often transcribed the profound
thoughts of the artist who had a
philosophical bent. One of the ma-
jor essays here is the twenty-eight-
page eulogy written a few weeks
after Delacroix' death in August,
1863.

True, he hails as the "Painter of
Modern Life" a mediocrity named
Constantin Guys, whose sketches of
nineteenth-century Parisian life
might be forgotten were it not for
the poet's enthusiasm, extending
over forty pages. But notwithstand-
ing his strange partisanship for
"Monsieur G" (as he is called
throughout the essay), Baudelaire
was as much opposed to naturalism
and even realism as was his mentor
Delacroix, and therefore unable to
appreciate fully Courbet or Manet.
To a twentieth-century man who
ardently espouses Kandinsky's plea
for the "spiritual in art," Baudelaire
appears to embody all that is ex-
pected from a writer on art. For he
was against a sterile imitation of
nature. He defined art, instead, as
"the creation of an evocative magic."
He glorified individualism, personal-
ity, fantasy, and imagination, assert-
ing that it was the artist's task to
decompose the world and to create
new worlds. The real genius was the
artist who had the power to arouse,
through a painting, the poetry that
lay buried in the viewer's soul.

In a sense, Baudelaire anticipated
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Surrealism and even the non-
figurative art that emerged about
half a century after his death. He
modestly gave credit to those before
him who had voiced their preference
for vision over the drudgery of re-
producing natural occurrences. He
approvingly quotes the expatriate
Heine, who wrote, "The artist can-
not find all his forms in nature . . .
the most remarkable are revealed to
him in his soul," and he freely trans-
forms a dictum of Delacroix' by com-
paring nature to a "vast dictionary
whose leaves he [the artist] turns and
consults with a sure and searching
eye." Of course Kandinsky's com-
pletely nonobjective compositions
were still in the womb of the future;
the artist, looking at the visible
world, still had to make use of it
in order to express himself. But he
could use images that were common
to all in order to communicate ideas
that were his own exclusively, that
is to say, to express visually "the in-
visible . . . the intangible." Just as
the poet, for his own special pur-
poses, uses words that belong to all,
so the painter, Baudelaire tells us,
considers the universe a vast store-
house of signs, from which he selects
a few to transform and combine
them at will. Not only Kandinsky
comes to mind here but also Klee
(who counted Baudelaire among his
lavorite authors), for the stress is on
creative imagination, on the "soul"
(one of the poet's key words); in
short, on the metaphysical.

E ESSAYS assembled here are dec-
larations of emancipation from

nature (which in itself is crude and
lacks design) and pleas for the great-
est formal freedom for the artist,
who must be allowed to set his own
imprint on his transformations of
reality. The modern artists—cosmo-
politan, autonomous, sensitive, and
intelligent—must leave the narrowly
positive world in which only photog-
raphers reproduce what they see,
and must instead follow their inner
law.

It is not important that Baude-
laire at times overestimated artists
whose names can now be found no-
where except in his essays, and failed
to perceive the excellence of some
of his important contemporaries.
The critic may make mistakes. He
may not write without having his
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Life for this child is like a miracle. Her
father died shortly after she was born
and her mother tried to provide for
the little girl by begging. Finally a pas-
tor brought her to our Faith Love Home
for care.

Today—thanks to the loving care of
the. Faith Love Home in Hong Kong —
this little girl is alive and well. In Chris-
tian Herald homes and projects in
Hong Kong, Korea, and Taiwan, hun-
dreds of suffering innocents like her
can be saved. But not without your
help.

Only through your help can we take the
rags off their feet, the fear from their
eyes. You can do it for 33£ a day. For

$10 a month you can give one of these
children food, clothing, shelter, edu-
cation, and a substitute mother to give
loving care.

You will receive a picture and the
child's history. Know that you are
changing despair to hope and want to
wanted. Write to your little one. The
child will know who you are and
answer your letters. Let one of these
waifs know you care—with words and
deeds.

Do you want to help a little girl or boy?
For $10 a month you, or a group, can
"adopt" a child. Whatever you give, do
it now. YOUR CHILD IS WAITING! THE
NEED IS GREAT!

CHRISTIAN HERALD INDUSTRIAL MISSIONS IN CHINA
27 East 39th Street, New York, N.Y. 10016

Room 134

MY NAME_

ADDRESS-

CITY, ZONE, STATE

Please enroll me as a "sponsor" for a needy child and send my child's picture and
case history as soon as possible.
• I enclose $10 as my first month's gift. I will endeavor to give $10 each month but

I understand I may cancel the arrangement at any time.
• I enclose $120 for a full year's care.
• I cannot provide complete support for a child, but I wish to have a share. Please

accept my gift in the amount of $

YOUR GIFT IS TAX DEDUCTIBLE
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M.

The Cave and the Mountain
A STUDY OF E. M. FORSTER

Wilfred Stone

This provocative and original study ("The most important to appear on
E. M. Forster since Lionel Trilling acclaimed him as a major novelist
twenty years ago."—Noel Annan) is in two parts: the first sets forth
Forster's cultural, historical, intellectual, and personal background; the
second examines his writings in detail, with emphasis upon the novels.
The book is illustrated with thirty-two pages of photographs, many never
before published, including pictures of the places from which Forster
derived the important symbols of the major novels. $8.95

Kafu the Scribbler
THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF NAGAI KAFU (1879-1959). Edward Seiden-
sticker. The first full-length study of a modern Japanese writer to appear
in English. Includes several translations. Illustrated. $8.50

Four Stages of Greek Thought
John H. Finley, Jr. The evolution of Greek thought from the age of
myth to that of systematic reasoning as traced through studies of Homer,
Aeschylus and Sophocles, Euripides and Thucydides, and Plato. $3.95

At your bookstore

Stanford University Press

own point of view. Baudelaire did
have an aesthetic; in fact, he formu-
lated Romanticism in the visual arts
when he demanded "intimacy, spiri-
tuality, color, aspiration towards the
infinite, expressed by every means
available to the art." (Again antici-
pating Kandinsky and Klee, he also
talked of the "melodiousness" of
certain paintings.)

Do I seem to imply that these
four hundred-odd pages contain
nothing but distilled theory? Noth-
ing could be further from the fact.
Baudelaire's prose is as elegant,
charming, and carefully wrought as
his poetry. He also knew that no-
body wanted to read the cold, un-
feeling reviews that were common in
his time (and are still more com-
mon today). He tried, instead, to
write pieces that would be not only
"passionate" but also "amusing and
poetic." He always begins with the
shock of pleasure (or its opposite)
received from the contemplation of
a work of art. He then proceeds
to examine why he reacts as he does,
thus transforming volupte into con-
naissance. By knowledge he does not,
of course, mean the dry information
that can be culled from reference
books, but rather that intuition
which is in itself a spontaneous
creation.

the two volumes
we might be walking through

the exhibition halls in the company
of a serious and sensitive man, a
splendid talker who at the same
time has something of the school-
master about him. The writing of
these essays, for Baudelaire, was
neither a mere job (as it might
be for a journalist) nor solely an
instrument for self-expression (as it
is for "critics" who seem to care not
at all whether they communicate).
Baudelaire was an educator who
wanted to reform the artist's worst
enemy, the bourgeois.

Indeed, the Salon of 1846 is spe-
cifically dedicated to the gentlemen
of the bourgeoisie. "You can live
thiee days without bread—without
poetry, never . . . you need art."
With missionary zeal he explains:
"Art is an infinitely precious good,
a draught both refreshing and cheer-
ing which restores the stomach and
the mind to the natural equilibrium
of the ideal."
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HUDSON BOOK CLUB
EXCLUSIVE!

FREE

EROS DENIED. By Wj , l

with your first selection

HENRY MILLER'S
forbidden three-volume classic

ROSY
CRUCIFIXION

(SEXUS • PLEXUS - NEXUS)

Now complete for the first time in the Grove Press boxed set
Purchased separately, these three volumes would cost you $20.00.

Handsomely boxed, they are yours free from the Hudson Book Club.

ROSY CRUCIFIXION, the magnum opus by the dis-
tinguished author of Tropic of Cancer and Tropic
of Capricorn, has long been forbidden in America.
To read it at last, with all three volumes com-
plete as the author intended, is to experience
for yourself the power and boldness and literary
distinction that have caused critics to hail it as
an American classic.

"BETTER THAN TROPIC OF CAPRICORN . . . Sexus
is more mature, more highly dramatized, marked
by exuberance, vitality, splendid writing, and a
number of clinically precise descriptions of sex
acts."—Chicago Tribune. "We may well come to
think of Henry Miller as our greatest American
existentialist"—Saturday Review.

"AN EPIC WORK! How to explain to the reader,
who has heard that Miller is a pornographer,
that he is a great American artist and a literary
giant? Rosy Crucifixion is a far better work of
art than Miller's earlier trilogy. An incredibly
fascinating narrative of nearly 1500 pages"—
Maxwell Geismar. "It isn't pretty, a lot of it.
But then neither is real life. It goes right to the
bone."-Lawrence Ourrell. "Miller deserves a
permanent place in that not inconsiderable com-
pany that includes Havelock Ellis and Alfred M.
Kinsey."-Gore Vidal.

ROSY CRUCIFIXION is an example of the im-
portant reading offered regularly to members of
the Hudson Book Club at reduced prices. Limited
quantities have been set aside as Free Gifts for
new members who join now. It makes good
sense to send for your free 3-volume set today,
with your first selection chosen from the list at
right.

ONLY THREE MORE SELECTIONS NEED BE TAKEN
WITHIN ONE YEAR

The Hudson Book Club pools your buying power
with that of other discerning readers who share
your tastes. By means of low Members' Prices
and free Bonus Books, it saves you an average
of 50% on the very books you would otherwise
purchase at full price.
If not delighted, simply return the books within
2 weeks and your membership will be cancelled
without cost or obligation. The club takes all
the risk.
IMPORTANT TO ACT QUICKLY. Mail coupon today
while free copies of ROSY CRUCIFIXION are still
available.

r n r r IF YOU ENCLOSE
I I \ L £ PAYMENT NOW!
FORCE OF CIRCUMSTANCE
by Simone de Beauvoir.
The author of The Second
Sex writes of her own life.
658 pp. Published at $10!

booh."—J. Donald Adams. 415 pp.. 31 illus.
List. $7 50 Mtmiers' Price »5 45
MARQUIS DE SADE. Ed by Seaver and Wainhouse. Oe
Sade's maior works including Philosophy in the Bed-
room and Justine. In their first complete, unbowdiei
i?ed English translation. 776 pp.
List. $15.00 Members' Price S9.9S
HENHY MILLER TRILOSV. Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of
Capricorn and Black Spring. Hard-cover Grove Press
boxed set. "One of tne most significant contributions to
the literature of our time."—Sir Herbert Read.
List, $20.00 Members' Price $9.95
LCS NUITS DE PARIS. Best known as a pornographer.

horrors of nightl i fe among the three-quarters of a
inhabitants of Paris just before and during

the French Revolution.
List. $5.95 Members' Price S4.S5

List $8.95

A TREASURY OF ART MASTERPIECES, td by Thomas
Craven. The most highly ptaised art book of our time
in a magnificent new edition. 650 reptoductions <!fi]
1 full colors cf the wor IdJ^ pre^'es' pdi'"ifm^>. 83 -i *

Members' Price $5.95

THIEF'S JOURNAL. By lean Genet Strange hymn to in-
verted passions " I do not fear to call this book the

FwS.
List, $6.00 Members' Price $4.95
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PREHISTORIC AND ANCIENT
ART. Ed. by Rene Huyghe. One monumental volume span-
ning all the ages, cultures and races of mankind from
the dawn of human society to the Fall of Rome. 750 illus-

List, $17.95 Members' Price $9.95
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN ART. Ed. by
Rene Huyghe All the explosive genius of the 19th and
20th centuries—Impressionism to Pop Art. Over 1.200
illus. 56 in full color.
List, $20.00 Members' Price $9 95
MEMOIRS OF FIELD MARSHAL KEITEl, Chief of the Ger-
man High Command in World War I I . Top-level revelations
including the famous bomb plot and the aborted plans
for invading Britain. Written in prison just before the
author was hanged at Nuremburg.
List. $7.95 Members' Price $5.50
ABU SIMBEL. By Wm. MacQuitty. Particularly handsome
photo-and-text memorial to the artistic filory and
legendary treasure of Ramses the Great's fabulous
tomb-monument 121 photos. 47 in full color.
List. $15.00 Members Price $7.95

LA BATARDE. By Violette Leduc Best-selling autobiog-
raphy laurfed by Sartre, Genet and The New Yorker s
"Pans Letter"—a poignant, blazmgly frank Succes de
Scandale that has sold over 200.000 copies in France
alone. 506 pp
List. $6.95 Members' Price $4.95

REPORT TO GRECO. By Nikos Ka/ant/akis. Important
lyrical autobiography and life-work summation by the
author of Zorba the Greek and The Last Temptation of
Christ. 512 pp
l is t . $7 50 Members' Price $4.95

POP ART, By John Rublowsky First comprehensive ex

Idtion of the beauties of the everyday world. 205
photos by Ken Heyman. 41 i
List. $12.50

THE CIVILIZATION OF GREECE. By Francos Chamoux
"An important and magnificent book. To call it a
'must' for every educated man or woman is not an
extravagant blurb but a simple t ruth."
—Theodor H. Gaster. 229 illustrations.
List, $12.95 Members' Price $7.95
LAST EXIT TO BROOKLYN. By Hubert Selby, Jr. A force
ful novel of modern urban degradation- 'a vision of

aside."—N.Y. Times.'
List. $5.00 Members' Price $3.95
PSYCHOPATH!* SEXUALIS. By Richard von Krafft-Eb.ng
The first all-English edition of a classic work on sexual
devtation, over 200 case studies. 512 pp
List. $7.95 Member's Price $5.95
THE FILMS OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN. Ed. by G. 0. Mc-
Donald et al. Splendid record in words and pictures of
the Little Tramp. 60 films appraised and illustrated—
from early Keystones to Limelight and A King in New
York. 328 photos. 8 ' .V * 11U" .
List $7.95 Members' Price $515
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BYZANTINE AND MEDI-
EVAL ART. Ed by Rene Huyghe. The art of 1000 years
in a highly prolific age. 416 pp., over 1000 illus., 36
in full color.
List. $17.95 Members' Price $115
LAROUSSE WORLD MYTHOLOGY. Ed. by Pierre Grimal.
Monumental presentation of all the mythologies of
mankind with 670 illus. 49 >n full color. 600 pp 8 V
* 11 - V .
List, $25.00 Membert Price $12.50

GEORGE BELLOWS: Painter af America. By Charles H.
Morgan. First full-length biography of the great American
realist best known for his prize-ring paintings. 91 illus-
trations.
List, $8.50 Members' Price $5.95
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF RENAISSANCE AN0
BAROQUE ART. Ed. by Rene Huyghe. The monumental
arts and beauty from the birth of modern man da
Vinci, Rembrandt, Velasquez et al. 12)4 illus many in

List. $20.00 Humbert' Price $• «

NO MONEY NEED BE SENT WITH COUPON
HUDSON BOOK CLUB, 131 VARICK STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10013

Please enroll me as a Trial Member of the
Hudson Book Club and send me ROSY CRUCI-
FIXION free. As my first selection, send me, at N i m »
the low Member's Price:

If for any reason I decide not to remain a mem-
ber, I may return these books within 2 weeks
and my membership wil l be cancelled without
cost or obligation.

If I elect to remain a member I need choose only
3 more books at reduced prices during the com-
ing year, and wil l be under no further obligation.
Thereafter, every 4 books I accept from the Club
will entitle me to a free Bonus Book of my
choice.

Address-

City. -State.

Q Please bil l me for my First Selection plus
shipping charge.

n My check for First Selection is enclosed
(Club pays shipping). Please send free copy of
FORCE OF CIRCUMSTANCE. MR-U9
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Cordon Rouge and Extra Dry • The classic champagnes of France
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